AT THE MOVIES
Passengers
WK 5 - JULY 31
Announce
1. Sports Camp is coming up! ( Aug. 27-31)There are positions for volunteers from supplying food to being a
coach!
2. Beginning in august the renovations at the Winchester campus are moving ahead. Anyone willing and
skilled at a trade (framing, drywall, painting) can contact the oﬃce for information.
3. New online giving options: CIBC, RBC and TD. Contact the oﬃce for account number.

Follow up
1. Did you try to adjust how you planned at all? Did you try to use the small struggles of life to grow?

Connect
1. What is the longest trip you have ever been on?
2. What situation had you spending the most time alone?

Engage
1. Read Jeremiah 15:1-9
2. God called Jeremiah to deliver a very unpopular message, that went against the norm of Sinful desire.
What is God calling you to do that is against the norm?
3. Loneliness is not based on being physically separate but is based on the conditions of the heart. When
loneliness occupies our mind what would normally be the desire of our hearts?
4. Read Matthew 22:36-40, How does what Jesus say go beyond Depression and loneliness to the root?

Next Steps
1. This week have everyone one memorize Matthew 22:37. When you feel lonely or depressed , like Jeremiah
this week, say the verse out loud or in your mind.
2. Challenge: This week set aside 30 minutes to be alone. When alone we can focus on the closeness of
God and the condition of our heart. This is where loneliness can really be understood. Write down or
reflect on what it was like being alone.

Pray
Read the Lord’s Prayer this week (Matthew 6:9-13)
As a group try to put the prayer into modern personal language. Have someone pray the new on you cam
up with.
Pray for personal needs.

